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Abstract: In this paper, we realize an adjustable biphoton frequency comb and investigate
its spatial quantum beating. Vector spontaneous four wave mixing processes in a piece
of dispersion shifted fiber are produced by non-degenerate continuous wave pump lights
with orthogonal polarizations to generate broadband biphoton states, and then a pulse
shaper is used to realize the biphoton frequency comb with high-dimensional frequencybin entanglement. The property of the biphoton frequency comb is indicated by the shape
of the fringes of spatial quantum beating, which is also comb-like with a series of dips.
The variations of the beating fringes show the changes of frequency bins in the comb by
the setting of the pulse shaper. It can be expected that the adjustable biphoton frequency
comb has great potential on high-dimensional quantum information processing and quantum
communication based on the frequency degree of freedom.
Index Terms: Fiber nonlinear optics, quantum entanglement, spatial quantum beating.

1. Introduction
High-dimensional entanglement is a crucial resource for quantum communication [1], [2], quantum information [3], [4], and quantum computation [5]. Recently, high-dimensional frequency-bin
entangled biphoton states attract much attention. On one hand, with the development of state
transformation techniques in frequency domain [3], [6]–[8], they have shown important potential in
high-dimensional quantum information processing. On the other hand, they are also widely used in
quantum metrology based on quantum interferometry [9].
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High-dimensional frequency-bin entangled biphoton states can be generated by either spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) [6], [10] or spontaneous four wave mixing (SFWM) [3],
utilizing the filtering effect of optical resonators. They are also known as quantum optical frequency
combs [11]–[13]. First, the broadband biphoton state with time-energy entanglement is generated
by SPDC or SFWM in a nonlinear medium. Then it is filtered by an optical resonator to get the
biphoton frequency comb with frequency-bin entanglement [6], [14]. The nonlinear medium also
could be placed into the resonator [15], by which the pump light and the nonlinear interaction are
enhanced to improve the brightness of the biphoton frequency comb. The property of biphoton frequency comb can be indicated by the experiment of spatial quantum beating [16]–[20]. The fringes
of spatial quantum beating can be explained by the interference between the photons output from
the resonators after different round-trip time. Hence, the spatial quantum beating pattern are highly
determined by the resonator, which also determines the frequency bins of the biphoton frequency
comb.
Recently, programmable optical filters based on spatial dispersion components and spatial light
modulators have developed rapidly [21], named as pulse shapers. They can make flexible control
of amplitudes, phases, group delays and dispersions over a broad frequency range with high
frequency resolution, and have been used in shaping of ultrafast optical pulses, optical signal
processing of microwave photonics and so on [22], [23]. In this paper, we apply a pulse shaper
to realize adjustable biphoton frequency comb by vector SFWM in a piece of fiber and investigate
its spatial quantum beating. The property of the biphoton frequency comb is indicated by the
shape of the beating fringes. The variations of the beating fringes show the tuning of the comb by
changing the parameter setting of the pulse shaper. The experiment results show that the biphoton
frequency comb can be flexibly adjusted by the pulse shaper and is convenient in researches of
high-dimensional quantum information applications.

2. Adjustable Biphoton Frequency Comb and Its Spatial Quantum Beating
SFWM is a type of third-order nonlinear process, in which two pump photons are annihilated while
a photon pair is generated simultaneously. Usually the photon with higher frequency of the pair is
named as signal photon, and the photon with lower frequency is named as idler photon. The SFWM
process satisfies the energy conservation, which is expressed as
ωp 1 + ωp 2 = ωs + ωi

(1)

where ωp1 and ωp2 denote the frequencies of two pump photons, ωs and ωi denote the frequencies
of the signal photon and the idler photon, respectively. It also satisfies the momentum conservation,
which is in the form of phase-matching condition of four wave mixing and determines the bandwidth
of the generated biphoton state. If the annihilated pump photons have the same polarization, and
the generated signal and idler photons are also in this polarization, the process is named as scalar
SFWM. Besides, if the two pump photons are in orthogonal polarizations, and the generated signal
and idler photons are also orthogonally polarized, the process is named as vector SFWM [24]–[26].
In this work, the biphoton frequency comb with high-dimensional frequency-bin entanglement
is realized by vector SFWM under non-degenerate pumping in a piece of dispersion shifted fiber
(DSF), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Two continuous wave (CW) pump lights with different frequencies
and orthogonal polarizations are injected into the DSF, leading to two vector SFWM processes
simultaneously. In one process, the signal photon is in horizontal polarization (H) while the idler
photon is in vertical polarization (V), as shown in Fig. 1(b). In the other process, the signal photon is
in V while the idler photon is in H, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The two processes are indistinguishable and
coherently superposed, generating the biphoton state with hyper-entanglement [26]. And then it is
filtered by a pulse shaper to realize the biphoton frequency comb, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Parameters
of the comb can be tuned by the pulse shaper. Finally, the two photons in one pair are separated
into two ports by a polarization beam splitter (PBS), and the frequency of the generated photons in
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the biphoton frequency comb generation. PBC, polarization beam combiner; DSF,
dispersion shifted fiber; PBS, polarization beam splitter. (b) and (c) Two indistinguishable vector SFWM
processes. (d) The biphoton frequency comb controlled by the pulse shaper.

each port is uncertain. The state of the biphoton frequency comb can be expressed as
N
1 
(|ωi n ωsn > +|ωsn ωi n >)
|ψN >= √
2N n=1

(2)

showing the property of high-dimensional frequency-bin entanglement. In above expression, ωsn
and ωin are signal and idler frequencies of a pair of the frequency comb satisfying Eq. (1). N is
the total number of the frequency comb pairs in the biphoton state and n is the label of a specific
frequency comb pair.
The property of the biphoton frequency comb can be indicated by the spatial quantum beating
experiment [16]. In the experiment, the two photons entangled in frequency are injected into a 50:50
fiber coupler with a controlled arrival time delay, and then detected by single photon detectors,
respectively. The coincidence counts of the detectors under different photon arrival time show the
fringes of spatial quantum beating. For the biphoton state with one frequency comb pair (N = 1 in
Eq. (2)), the normalized coincidence counts of spatial quantum beating can be expressed as [16]
N c1 ∝ 1 − Vf (τ)cos(|ωi − ωs |τ)
= 1 − V sinc(Wτ)cos(|ωi − ωs |τ)

(3)

where V is the fringe visibility of spatial quantum beating, τ is the time delay between the signal
and idler photons, |ωi − ωs | is the frequency difference between the signal and idler photons, f(τ)
is a time-domain function obtained by inverse Fourier transform of the spectra of signal and idler
photons. Considering that the filtering profile of the pulse shaper can be regarded as a rectangle
function with a bandwidth of W, the corresponding f(τ) can be written as sinc(Wτ). It can be seen
that f(τ) determines the envelope and cos(|ωi − ωs |) determines the period of the fringes.
For the biphoton frequency comb with multi-comb pairs (N > 1 in Eq. (2)), the spatial quantum
beating shows different fringe profiles. According to the generation process of this biphoton state,
it can be seen that a specific photon pair will appear in a specific frequency comb pair. Hence, the
fringe profile of this state can be constructed by superposing fringes of different frequency comb
pairs. The corresponding normalized coincidence counts can be expressed as
N cN ∝

N


[1 − V n f n (τ)cos(|ωi n − ωsn |τ)]

(4)

n=1
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Fig. 2. (a) Experiment setup for the spatial quantum beating. C27 and C35, dense wavelength division multiplexer modules; FPC, fiber polarization controller; PBC, polarization beam combiner; DSF,
dispersion shifted fiber; Tunable filter, bandwidth-variable tunable filter; PBS, polarization beam splitter; SNSPD, superconducting nanowire single photon detector; TCSPC, time correlated single photon
counting module. (b) Coincidence count rates (blue) and CARs (red) of the fiber based biphoton source
under different pump levels.

If all the frequency comb components have the same rectangle spectral profile with the bandwidth
of W and the visibility of V, Eq. (4) can be written as
N cN ∝ N − V sinc(Wτ)

N


cos(|ωi n − ωsn |τ)

(5)

n=1

It can be seen that f(τ) still determines the whole envelop of the fringes, however, the fringes are
determined by the sum of a series of cosine functions. If the frequency comb pairs are selected
by the pulse shaper with equal frequency comb spacing, it can be expected that the fringes would
also be comb-like, showing a series of dips like the pulse formation of mode locked lasers in time
domain.

3. Experiment and Results
The experiment setup for the spatial quantum beating of the biphoton frequency comb is shown in
Fig. 2(a). Two CW lasers are utilized as pump lights with central wavelengths of 1549.315 nm (C35,
ITU channel 35) and 1555.74 nm (C27, ITU channel 27), respectively. Both of them have an output
power of 20 mW. The two pump lights pass through the optical filter modules (DWDM C27 and C35
for CW laser1 and 2, respectively) to suppress noise photons at the signal and idler frequencies.
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Then they are combined by a polarization beam combiner (PBC) under orthogonal polarizations and
injected into a piece of DSF to produce vector SFWM processes. The fiber polarization controllers
(FPC1, FPC2) before the PBC are used to adjust the polarization direction of the pump lights.
The 250-meter-long DSF is cooled in the same cryostat with superconducting nanowire single
photon detectors (SNSPDs) to suppress the noise photons generated by the spontaneous Raman
scattering [27]. A pulse shaper (Waveshaper 1000A, Finisar Inc.) is used to select signal and idler
photon pairs of the biphoton frequency comb. The bandwidth-variable tunable filter is then cascaded
to further filter out the residual pump lights. And the generated photons are separated by a PBS.
The FPC3 before the PBS is used to adjust the polarizations of the generated photons, ensuring
that the photon pairs at the two ports of PBS are in the high-dimensional frequency-bin entangled
states, as shown in Eq. (2).
Firstly, one frequency comb pair is selected by the pulse shaper to evaluate the performance of
the source, and the results are shown in Fig. 2(b). In the measurement, both signal and idler photons
have a rectangle spectral profile, with respective central frequency of 193.0 THz and 193.2 THz,
and bandwidth of 100 GHz. The photons are directly detected at the output ports of the PBS by
two SNSPDs (Fabricated by SIMIT, China) [28]. The detection efficiencies and dark-count rates of
the two SNSPDs are ∼50% at 1550 nm and ∼200 Hz, respectively. The detection events of the
SNSPDs are recorded by the time correlated single photon counting module (TCSPC, PicoQuant,
HydraHarp 400). Fig. 2(b) shows the coincidence count rates and the ratio of coincidence counts
to accidental coincidence counts (CAR) under different pump levels, which indicates the noise
characteristic of the biphoton source [29]. The pump levels are monitored by a 90:10 fiber coupler
followed by the PBC, which is not shown in Fig. 2(a). It can be seen that the CAR is more than 80
when the pump level is around 1 mW, under which the coincidence count rate is more than 300 Hz.
The results indicate that the fiber based biphoton source has a good noise characteristic under a
high photon pair generation rate.
Fig. 3 shows the measurement results of spatial quantum beating of the generated photon pairs.
In the measurement, the photons output from the two ports of the PBS are injected into a 50:50 fiber
coupler, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The variable delay line (VDL) at one input port of the fiber coupler is
used to adjust the arrival time of the photons at this port, and the FPC4 at the other input port of the
fiber coupler is used to ensure that the photons at the two input ports have the same polarization.
The data points in Fig. 3 are coincidence counts without subtraction of accidental coincidence
counts under different delay time of the VDL, and the solid line is the fitting curve. Fig. 3(a) are the
results when the signal and idler photons have the same rectangle spectral profile with a central
frequency of 193.1 THz and a bandwidth of 50 GHz. This measurement is exactly the measurement
of Hong-Ou-Mandel interference [30], in which the visibility shows the indistinguishability between
the photons of the two ports. The raw visibility of Hong-Ou-Mandel interference is 84.6 ± 2.1%,
which indicates the generated signal photons and idler photons are well indistinguishable.
The fringes of spatial quantum beating will appear if the signal and idler photons are selected at
different frequencies. Fig. 3(b)–(d) are results for one frequency comb pair under different frequency
difference between the signal and idler photons (|ωi − ωs |) and filter bandwidth (W), which are
adjustable by the pulse shaper. Fig. 3(b) are the results of coincidence counts under the frequency
difference of 340 GHz and the bandwidth of 25 GHz. The raw fringe visibility is 81.0 ± 3.4%. The
width of the envelope is about 40 ps and the period of the fringes is about 2.8 ps, which agree with
the theoretical calculation according to the frequency difference and bandwidth set by the pulse
shaper. When the bandwidth increases to 50 GHz, the measurement results are shown in Fig. 3(c),
under the same frequency difference of 340 GHz. It can be seen that the variation of the bandwidth
leads to the change of the width of the envelope, which is about 20 ps in this case with similar fringe
period (2.9 ps) and raw visibility (81.8 ± 1.7%) to those in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(d) shows the results
that the bandwidth is kept to 25 GHz but the frequency difference reduces to 200 GHz. Compared
with the results shown in Fig. 3(b), the fringe period increases to 5.0 ps due to the reduction of the
frequency difference, while the width of the envelope remains the same and the raw visibility (81.3
± 2.1%) is almost unchanged. All the results agree with Eq. (3), indicating that the property of the
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Fig. 3. Results of the spatial quantum beating of one frequency comb pair. (a) The Hong-Ou-Mandel
interference for the signal and idler photons with the identical rectangle spectral profile. The raw visibility
is 84.6 ± 2.1%. (b)–(d) The fringes of spatial quantum beating for one frequency comb pair under different frequency difference between the signal and idler photons and filter bandwidth. (b) The frequency
difference of 340 GHz and the bandwidth of 25 GHz. (c) The frequency difference of 340 GHz and the
bandwidth of 50 GHz. (d) The frequency difference of 200 GHz and the bandwidth of 25 GHz. The
widths of the envelopes in (b), (c) and (d) are about 40 ps, 20 ps and 40 ps, respectively. The periods
of the fringes in (b), (c) and (d) are about 2.8 ps, 2.9 ps and 5.0 ps, respectively. The raw visibilities in
(b), (c) and (d) are 81.0 ± 3.4%, 81.8 ± 1.7% and 81.3 ± 2.1%, respectively.

biphoton frequency comb with one comb pair can be flexibly adjusted by the pulse shaper, without
impairment on the performance of the biphoton source.
Then, the spatial quantum beating of biphoton frequency comb with N comb pairs is measured.
Fig. 4 shows the measured fringes under different biphoton frequency comb parameters adjusted by
the pulse shaper. Fig. 4(a) are the results that the comb has 15 frequency components. They form
8 frequency pairs (the two components of the center frequency pair has the same frequency), i.e.,
N = 8. The frequency difference between adjacent components is 25 GHz, and all the frequency
components have a rectangle spectral profile with the same bandwidth (W) of 12.5 GHz. It can be
seen that the fringes of spatial quantum beating show three dips with a time spacing of 20 ps, and
the width of the center dip is about 4.0 ps. It can be considered as a series of dips with an envelope
according to Eq. (5). The raw fringe visibility (V in Eq. (5)) is 83.5 ± 5.4%. Fig. 4(b) shows the
fringes that the number of the frequency components reduces to seven, while other parameters
are kept the same as Fig. 4(a). In this case, the generated comb has four frequency comb pairs,
i.e., N = 4. It can be seen that the fringes are almost unchanged with a spacing between dips of
20 ps and a raw visibility of 86.1 ± 4.5%, except that the width of the center dip increases to 7.5 ps.
Fig. 4(c) shows the results that the frequency difference between adjacent components increases
to 50 GHz, while W = 12.5 GHz and N = 4, the same as Fig. 4(b). It can be seen that the increased
frequency difference leads to the decrease of spacing between the dips to 10 ps, and the width of
the center dip (4.0 ps) and the measured raw fringe visibility (84.9 ± 3.8%) are almost unchanged.
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Fig. 4. Results of the spatial quantum beating of N frequency comb pairs under different number
of the frequency comb pairs and frequency difference between adjacent components. (a) The same
bandwidth of 12.5 GHz and the frequency difference between adjacent components of 25 GHz with
8 frequency comb pairs. (b) The same bandwidth of 12.5 GHz and the frequency difference between
adjacent components of 25 GHz with 4 frequency comb pairs. (c) The same bandwidth of 12.5 GHz
and the frequency difference between adjacent components of 50 GHz with 4 frequency comb pairs.
The time spacings between dips in (a), (b) and (c) are about 20 ps, 20 ps and 10 ps, respectively. The
widths of the center dips in (a), (b) and (c) are about 4.0 ps, 7.5 ps and 4.0 ps, respectively. The raw
visibilities in (a), (b) and (c) are 83.5 ± 5.4%, 86.1 ± 4.5% and 84.9 ± 3.8%, respectively.

There is a slight discrepancy between the theoretical fitting curve and the experimental data, which
may be due to small deviations of the central wavelengths of frequency components in the biphoton
frequency comb, since the pulse shaper has a frequency setting accuracy of ±2.5 GHz. Hence, the
results of Fig. 4 show that the width of the dips is determined by the whole width of the biphoton
frequency comb, and the time spacing between the dips is determined by the frequency difference
between adjacent components.
It is worth noting that previous work of biphoton states with multi-frequency comb pairs is usually based on optical resonators [10], [15], in which the adjacent-comb frequency difference is
determined by the free space range (FSR) and difficult to change after the physical structure of
the resonator is determined. The fringes of spatial quantum beating are usually explained by the
interference between the photons output from the resonators after different round-trip time. As a
comparison, the frequency-bin entangled biphoton states generated in this work can be controlled
by adjusting the setting of the pulse shaper without changing the setup of the source. Since the pulse
shaper is based on spatial dispersion components and spatial light modulator [21], the comb-like
fringes shown in Fig. 4 cannot be explained by the photon extraction processes of the resonators,
however, they still agree with Eq. (5) very well. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the spatial quantum
beating measurement cannot reflect phase information between frequency components [31], [32].
The fringes of spatial quantum beating in this work is a signature to reflect different frequency-bin
settings of the biphoton frequency comb, however, it cannot be a direct proof of high-dimensional
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frequency-bin entanglement. In other words, the spatial quantum beating measurement is a necessary criterion for high-dimensional frequency-bin entanglement.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we realize an adjustable biphoton frequency comb and investigate its spatial quantum
beating. Vector SFWM processes in a piece of DSF are produced by non-degenerate CW pump
lights with orthogonal polarizations to generate broadband biphoton states, and then a pulse shaper
is used to realize the biphoton frequency comb with high-dimensional frequency-bin entanglement.
Its property could be adjusted by the setting of the pulse shaper. Comb-like fringes with a series of
dips are measured in the experiment of spatial quantum beating of biphoton frequency comb with
multi-frequency comb pairs. The variations of the beating fringes show the changes of frequency
bins in the comb by the setting of the pulse shaper. It can be expected that the adjustable biphoton
frequency comb has great potential on high-dimensional quantum information processing and
quantum communication based on the frequency degree of freedom.
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